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Interior Design, Nomadic Workspace

Nomadic Workspace



Design a nomadic workspace that facilitates an ergonomic, 
body- conscious setting, whilst also giving the option of private 

and public working facilities that are adaptable to meet our 
individual physical and psychological needs. Whilst also giving a 
community feel with attention to natural and aesthetic features. 
Allowing the client to feel in control of their immediate working 

environment. 



Our current spaces aren’t catering for our basic human needs. Research showed many flaws in our current 

workspaces; comfort, lighting, personal space, motivation, storage and productivity. 

My design focused on motivation and how different elements of design can influence us as individuals, to 

ensure that we continue to achieve through the day. 



NUTS! 

Most nuts have a hard-protective 
shell, protecting the softer inside 
which contain nutrients which we 
need. Every nut is unique; just like 
us! 

I decided to use nuts as my scheme 
as I felt that on many levels it helped 
me meet the brief. Catering for our 
basic human needs, creating a natural 
environment, making a space which 
is personal, also incorporating natural 
features. 



Host Building Analysis 



Creating a protective shell to work in, keeping your work 

private and creating a personal space. 

Desk: dimensions& materials 

White felt

Hard wood: Walnut veneer 

Soft Wood: Eastern white pine



Desk: detail

Desk lamp

Adjustable laptop stand

40mm Walnut wood desk

Ergonomic kneeling stool

Reduces lower back pain

Increases oxygen levels

Burns up to 320kcals

Forward tilting seat

Shin supports

Rocking base

Kneeling Stool

Each space is adaptable to suit our individual 

needs to create an ergonomic and body 

conscious setting. 
LED light



Desk: detail

3mm Walnut Veneer

Eastern White Pine Framework

LED light

2mm ply sheet

Felt Lining  

40mm Walnut Wood Desk
Light fitting 

Walnut wood veneer creates a luxurious finish, also 

fitting with the nut scheme. The felt inner lining 

creates a softer finish. The hidden light fitting 

finishes off the desk. 

Stem

Brushed steel plate 12mm 

set into surface

40mm Walnut Desk

Light base screwed into 

plate& table top

Flush escutcheon plate

Felt Lining  



Desk: rendered image

Rendered image of nut desk, showing kneeling 

stool, adjustable laptop desk and lamp



Chair: dimensions& materials

White felt covering 

‘Nourishment chairs’ A place to work, relax or socialise. Design inspired by 

the nutritious softer inside of a nut. Provides the space with a community feel. 



Chair: rendered image

Rendered image of ‘Nourishment chair’, showing the shape 

and use of the design. 



Room Design



Room Design: created on sketchup



Floor Plan



Nourishment area: created using sketch up, 1:50 



Workspace area: created using sketch up, 1:50



Office Design: created using sketch up, 1:50


